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LoOK at
this new
thing I get
to read At
woRk, sOn!

the army’s got
a comic bOok
that helps me
maintain my
equipment.

awesome!

New!? HA!
I read Ps
in the MidSixTies!

And I started
reading it in 1951.
it helped us
move, sHoot and
ComMunicate!

A Moment for Mechanics
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take a Soldier who’d rather work than eat. Then fill that Soldier’s head full of information

about engines, communications, transmissions, electricity, hydraulics, and fuel systems.
Teach that Soldier how to identify and use lots of tools and hundreds of parts on sight.
And train that Soldier to keep a surgeon’s touch, even with freezing fingers, or while oil is
dripping on his face. Besides all that, make that Soldier into a diagnostician.
Finally, instruct that Soldier on keeping good maintenance records and navigating
through tech manuals. Now you’ve got the makings of an awesome unit mechanic.
Tough job? No doubt!
Possible? You bet! It happens every day in motor pools throughout the Army.
These mechanics have high standards for themselves, day in and day out. They keep
equipment operating in spite of obstacles that would stop anyone less dedicated.
So the next time you see these mechanics in your motor pool, remember how fortunate
you are to have them working on your equipment. You might even want to thank them for
their efforts in keeping your equipment up and running.
And if you lead these wrench-turning heroes, officially recognize them with the Driver
and Mechanic Badge. Guidance for that award is found in Para 8-31 of AR 600-8-22 (Dec 06).
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• Cover the commander’s independent viewer (CIV). The CIV has

these
sugGestions
have given
me a teRrific
BoOst!

been added to the A3s, but there has been no SOP added about keeping
it covered when the Bradley sits for long periods. So usually everything
else on the turret has a tarp over it, while the CIV remains exposed to the
elements. If water makes it inside the CIV, corrosion and electrical damage
will soon cause expensive damage.
Cover CIV when Bradley sits for long periods
The tarp used to cover
the M1 tank’s CROWS
works well for the CIV,
too. It comes in olive
drab, NSN 8340-00841-6456, and tan,
NSN 2540-01-3308062. But any tarp will
do. The important thing is
to keep the CIV covered
when the Bradley is
parked for weeks.

• Use DA Form 2408-4,

Dear Editor,
Working with the different Bradley units here at Ft Stewart, I’ve come up
with a few ways to boost the Bradley’s performance:
• Charge the batteries during PMCS. The Bradley’s PMCS procedure
can shorten battery life because it requires the vehicle to be turned on and
off repeatedly. At $360 apiece, those 12 batteries can run up a serious
bill if they have to be replaced often. That bill can be avoided if units will
just run their Bradleys at high idle for 20-30 minutes during weekly PMCS.
That’s enough to keep the batteries charged and healthy.
you covered
everything in my
TM -- but you still
gotta CHARGE MY
BAtTERieS!

They’re goners
if you don’t run
me at high idle
for 20 minutes!

Weapon Record Data Card,
to track firing of the
M242 automatic gun.
That makes it easy to track
the M242’s round count for
its required services. Since
the 2408-4 is not maintained
online for the Bradley as it is
for other weapons, Bradley
units themselves need to keep
the 2408-4s updated and
easily accessible. It is a good
idea for units to make someone
responsible for collecting the
2408-4s after every mission
so they don’t disappear.
Bruce Herr (CW5 ret)
G4, Maint
Ft Stewart, GA

Editor’s note:
Your suggestions will
definitely be a boost
for Bradleys. Thanks
for the advice and
thanks for being a
friend to PS.

PS 734
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OK, we’re
through with
oUr missiOn.

now make sure
you filL out my
weapon record
data card.

now that I gave
you a bOost with
GOod PM, I could
use one from you!

JAN 14
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Job’s Not Done
‘Til Everything’s Done

M1-Series Tanks…

M1A1 Tank…

Replace M19 Filter ONLY

We’re
gonna get
a round
in before
dark!

just
where do
you think
you’re
going?

huh… loOks
like we’re
GonNa have to
replace your
whole M1a1-19
precleaner!

uh-uh. your
job isn’t done
just because
the mission’s
over!

NO, frank…
{gAsP!}
Just THe
m19 Filter…
{gAsP!}
wiLl do The
Trick!

At the end of a long day, after-operation PMCS might be the last thing on your mind.
But your job’s not done until that job is done!
Servicing the main gun tube, bore
evacuator and breech is especially important.
You need to inspect, clean and service each
item just like it’s spelled out in the TM.
These checks are for your own safety
because overlooking even small details can
lead to serious consequences. For example,
something as simple as a torn bore evacuator
O-ring can result in a deadly flareback!
Clean the main gun tube. Remove the bore
evacuator and inspect the seals. Disassemble
the breech and inspect its parts.

W

hen the M1A1 tank’s M1A1-19
precleaner stops working due to lack
of air flow, some units replace the
entire precleaner. This isn’t necessary
unless the precleaner is damaged.
Most of the time the problem is
that the M19 particulate filter, NSN
4240-00-866-1825, is dirty. In that
case, just replace the M19 filter.
The procedures for maintaining
and replacing the M19 filter are in
TM 3-4240-276-30&P (Dec 97).

Usually
only M19
filter
needs
replacing

nuts! get
a little
dirty and
they throw
you out!

Disassemble breech and inspect for damage

The proper procedures can be found in
WPs 0455, 0456, and 0458 of TM 9-2350264-10-3 (Dec 12) and WPs 0547, 0548,
0550 of TM 9-2350-388-10-3 (Dec 12).

PS 734
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DSESTS…

Tactical Vehicles…

Keep Your M934s For Now
{sigh} Out To
Pasture. What
a wretched
fate!

Not yEt!
I stiLl neeD
you to carRy
my DSESTS
equipment!

yeah! We StilL
neEd you, ol’
bUddy!

TRY THESE

TIRE CHAIN TIDBITS
When it’s super
cold outside,
it’s harder to
function.
That’s when a
little extra can
make all the
difference.

For people, that
means bundling
up in layers of
clothing.

For your vehicles, that
could mean using tire chains
while traveling in severe
snow and icy conditions.

There! seven
layers oughta
do it!

after I put these chains on
your tires, we’ll take a ride.
are you sure
you know what
you’re doing?

I

f your unit has the Direct Support Electrical System Test Set (DSESTS), hang on
to your M934-series trucks for the time being, even though the Army is replacing all
M900-series 5-ton vehicles with FMTVs.
That’s because the M1087 FMTV isn’t approved yet as a DSESTS prime mover.
Concerns about possible electrical problems, weight and balance issues and cabinet
space limitations are the reasons why.
Units can’t make modifications to the M1087 without an MWO and there isn’t an
MWO available yet. A documented load plan and procedures for installing DSESTS
in M1087s are still in the works, too.
Until those issues are worked out, and TACOM comes up with an MWO, don’t
turn in your M934s. Also, you’ll need to reuse the DSESTS storage cabinets when
switching to the M1087, so hang on to those, too.
Questions? Contact one of the TACOM POCs below:
Kevin Craft, (586) 282-3597, DSN 786-3597 or email:
kevin.t.craft.civ@mail.mil
Douglas Wlodarski, (586)282-3064, DSN 786-3064 or email:
douglas.a.wlodarski.civ@mail.mil
Shiraz Ally, (586) 282-2352, DSN 282-2352 or email:
shiraz.ally.civ@mail.mil

PS 734
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Tire chains improve
traction on ice and
packed snow…

…but only if
they are installed
properly and
cleaned regularly.

Chains that are
packed with ice lose
their effectiveness.

I coulda
told you
that!

PS 734
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it’s important
to use the right
size and type of
tire chain.

if your vehicle
isn’t listed in the
first table, use
this one to order
chains for common
tire sizes…

we’re not
‘one size
fits all,’
y’know!

You can also
eyeball TC 21-30520, Manual for the
Wheeled Vehicle
Operator, for an
explanation on
how to install
tire chains.

Check your operator’s manual
to determine what to use. in
most cases, this information
is found on the additional
authorization list (AAL).

Tire size
Item

Chain assembly
Cross chain
(pair) NSN 2540- NSNNSN 2540-UI

7.50x16
9.00x20
9.50x16.50
10.00x15
10.00x20
10.00x20
(dual tires)
11.00x18
11.00x20
11.00x24
12.00x20
14.00x20
14.00x24
16.00x20

00-528-7360
00-933-9024
00-057-0204
01-185-8306
00-933-9034

00-933-6960
00-933-6916
00-933-6916
00-933-6916
00-933-6916

4030-00-937-0405
2540-00-937-0404
2540-00-937-0404
2540-00-937-0404
2540-00-937-0404

00-933-9034

00-933-6916

2540-00-937-0404

00-933-6933
00-933-9022
00-933-6935
00-933-6922
00-933-9033
00-933-9023
01-152-7813

00-933-6915
00-933-6915
00-933-6915
00-933-6915
00-933-6992
00-933-6992
Not Available

2540-00-937-0404
2540-00-937-0404
2540-00-937-0404
2540-00-937-0404
2540-00-937-0404
2540-00-937-0404
Not Available

For more information on tire chains,
contact the DLA Customer interaction Center
at DSN 661-77 66/(877) 353-2255 or email:

dlacontactcenter@dla.mil

Although tire chains are designed
to fit snugly, you should still
allow some room for creep.

Use this table
to order the tire
chain assembly
needed for your
wheeled vehicle…

Tire size

FMTV

395/85R20

HEMTT/HET/PLS
HMMWV
M915A2/A3/A4
M916A1/A2/A3 and
M917A1/A2/E1/E2
M939
M939A1/A2

16x20
37x12.5x16.5 (radial)
11R22.5

01-483-2930 or
01-492-2989
01-152-7813
01-214-1264
01-453-0497

315/80R22.5

01-396-1914

11x20
14X20

00-933-9022
00-933-9033

Note that for the M35A3,
tire size 14.5R20XL, there
is no NSN assigned for
the tire chain.

PS 734
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Chain assembly.
NSN 2540- NSN

Wheeled vehicle

8

Item

Swivel hooks
NSN

You can order those
chains on a DD Form
1348-6 using PN S05SV
and CAGE 4N506.

JAN 14

UI

Also, tighten the chains by
hand, instead of using tools.
This helps prevent overtightening that can gouge tires.

you’re
welcome.

thanks!
that’s
snug.

if the
chains
don’t fit
properly
after you
tighten by
hand, use
tire straps
to snug
down the
tire chains.

Here’s
some
guidance
for
selecting
straps…

Length
(in inches)

Stretch
(in inches)

NSN
5340-

15
21
31

20-30
26-42
36-42

01-029-9084
01-231-6015
01-029-9085

12/3/13 5:07 PM

Tire Chain
Placement Made Plain

Tactical Vehicles…

Now I know
the right way
to use my
HEMTT’s tire
chains!

Good! just make sure
you’re clear on how to
correctly place tire chains
on the other tactical
vehicles in your unit, too.

• For palletized loading system (PLS) trucks, use chains only on axles No. 3 and No. 4.
Don’t use chains when driving on hard surfaces where there is no wheel slippage.
Chains can cause severe component damage under “no-slip” conditions.
Also, set the CTIS to CROSS COUNTRY and travel no faster than 10 mph (16 km/h)
on-highway or 15 mph (24 km/h) off-highway.

FRONT

• For HEMTTs, use chains only on both rear axles. On M978 fuel tankers, never use chains
when driving on paved surfaces. They could cause sparks, which can lead to a fire.

FRONT

• For HMMWVs, Para 3-22 of TM 9-2320-280-10 and WP 0123 of TM 9-2320-387-10 say
that tire chains must be used as an axle set. That means you can use chains on just the
front wheels or just on the rear wheels. You don’t have to use them on all four wheels.

B

etween your vehicle’s -10 TM and TC 21-305-20, Manual for the Wheeled
Vehicle Operator, you can find just about everything you need to know about using
tire chains on your vehicle.
The -10 TM is your number one go-to source for tire chain help—unless there’s no
information in it on tire chain usage. That’s when the TC takes over.
Note this info:

FRONT

OR

• For M939A1-series and M939A2-series 5-ton trucks, use chains on the intermediate
axle only. CTIS doesn’t limit the use of chains on the intermediate axle.

FRONT

PS 734

Remember, also, that it’s
still important to select
the right transfer range
for driving conditions, as
prescribed in your -10 TM.

Chains

10
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Need more tire assistance? TACOM LCMC’s tire and wheel assembly team can
help you. Call them at 586-282-8342. Or email them at:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-tire-assemblies@mail.mil
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Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid Batteries…

Ways to Charge and Test
Equipment Batteries Best
Where can I
find the tools
to charge and
test the VRLA
battery in my
vehicle?

tOo easy. The
valve-regulated
lead-acid
(VRLA) battery’s
special charging
equipment and
testers are in
your unit’s tool
sets.

Immediately stop charging any battery that shows signs of melting or swelling.
Also stop charging if the surface of the battery gets too hot to comfortably touch with
a bare hand.
You can find battery chargers in the standard automotive tool set (SATS), NSN
4910-01-490-6453.
The Pulse Tech Pro HD charger, NSN
6130-01-500-3401, automatically switches
from 12 to 24 volts, and the Associated
1660-F/U charger, NSN 6130-01-518-7866,
manually switches from 12 to 24 volts. Both
chargers detect the battery’s condition and
provide only the voltage the battery can accept.
Pro-4HD charger, NSN 6130-01-500-3401

Use them properly
and you can determine
whether a battery is
good, needs charging
or should be turned in.

Associated PP-1660-F/U charger, NSN 6130-01-518-7866

Also, both of these chargers come with
two out-power cables: one for the NATO
connection and one with battery clamps. The
charger shuts off when charging is complete.

hee hee!
that
tickles!!

Charging

VRLA batteries have stricter recharging requirements than flooded batteries.
You must first decide if you want to recharge VRLA batteries on or off the vehicle.
Charging the batteries on the vehicle is quicker, so go that route if possible.
Recharge VRLA batteries using a constant voltage recharging system. Make sure
you do all recharging in a well-ventilated area. Don’t smoke or have open flames in
the charging area.
{spLutTer} why’d
you do that!?

‘cause you’re not
supposed to smoke
Or have open flames
in the charging area!

Finally, a third charger available is the
Pulse Tech HD Pallet charger, NSN
6130-01-532-7711. It’s only a 12-volt
charger but has twelve 6-ft cables. It will
handle any combination of 12 VRLA or
flooded cell batteries, in any condition.
Pallet charger, NSN 6130-01-532-7711

PS 734
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Testing

You need to test your VRLA battery before installing it in a vehicle and before
turning it in as unserviceable.
To get an accurate reading of the battery’s health, fully charge it before testing. There
are several tools you can use to test the VRLA battery: A voltage meter, a load tester or
a conductance tester (digital battery tester-analyzer).
Voltage meters are found in the SATS, shop equipment contact maintenance
(SECM), NSN 4910-01-016-2262; forward repair system (FRS), NSN 4940-01-5331621 and NSN 4940-01-463-7940; and the field maintenance module 1, NSN 4910-01501-7342. The multimeter will allow you to conduct an open circuit voltage (OCV) test
of the battery. If the OCV is below 12.65V, recharge the battery and test again.
Load tester, NSN 6130-01-447-7294, indicates the battery’s ability to hold its
voltage while under load. You’ll find the load tester in the FRS. Make sure you read
the operator’s manual before using the load testers. Batteries should be fully charged
before, and must be recharged after, using a load tester.
Finally, 490PT or equivalent
conductance testers, NSN 6130490PT conductance tester,
01-510-9594, are found in the
NSN 6130-01-510-9594
SATS and the FRS. The testers are
very sensitive and can find defects
or battery weaknesses long before
any problem or capacity loss shows
up. This simple-to-use tester has a
digital menu screen that allows
you to check battery voltage, cold
cranking amps and condition of
the battery. There’s no recharge
required after testing with this type
of meter.
Before you
charge or
test the VRLA
battery, eyeball
TB 9-6140-25213, Recharging
Procedures
for Automotive
Valve Regulated
Lead-Acid
Batteries, (Sep
11), and follow
the prescribed
guidance.

PS 734
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Training…

UTAP Makes Vehicle
Recovery a SNAP!
Hey!
where
are you
going!?

Good news,
vehicle
recovery
specialists.

I gotta
find a pad, a
pencil and an
eraser so I
can help you
out!

You no longer have
to scramble to
find a pad, pencil
and eraser to
calculate mechanical
advantages (MAs).

The Unit Training Assistance
Program (UTAP) at TACOM LCMC
has vehicle recovery Excel spreadsheets
that can figure out MAs in minutes.
This saves time and improves safety
by ending guesswork and reducing the
odds of miscalculation. Spreadsheets
are available on the following pieces of
equipment and forces:
• Load transfer formula for the fifth
wheel towing and recovery device
(FWTRD)
• Wheeled vehicle recovery
• Tracked vehicle recovery
• Deadline force
• Ground compression factors
• Safe towing capacity for the MRV
• Sling leg force
• Difference between simple and
compound rigging systems.

You can get these formula
spreadsheets in the Library of TACOM
Training Information Site (LOTTIS) by
grabbing your CAC and going to:
https://utap.army.mil
Then:
• Click on the Army tab
• Click on Vehicle Recovery
Formulated Spreadsheets
• Click on Vehicle Recovery
Spreadsheets
• Click on Vehicle Rigging
• Click on Supplemental System Files.

Files can be downloaded to your
personal computer or Maintenance
Service Device (MSD). If you have any
questions, contact UTAP at DSN 7864276, 586-282-4276, or email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.
ilsc-utap@mail.mil

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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Tactical Water Purification Systems (TWPS)…

Search Ends for Filter N N
we’ve searched for it
for so long, and now
it’s within our grasp!

I
hope
this
works!

Dear Half-Mast,
Thanks to your Reader’s Service program, I was able
to get the right NSN for the microfilter used in our
unit’s 1,500-gal tactical water purification system.
Can you go one step further and provide a list of the
filters required for other water purification systems?
					

SFC J.G.U.

SFC J.G.U.,
You bet!
Here’s a handy list
of filters and reverse
osmosis elements used
on several different
water purification
systems…

Lightweight Water Purifier (LWP),
TM 10-4610-310-13
Filter

NSN

Water purification filter
Reverse osmosis filter element

4610-01-526-5514
4610-01-526-5560

3,000-GPH ROWPU,
TM 10-4610-232-12
Filter

NSN
NSN

Reverse
Water purification
osmosis filter
filter
element 4610-01-526-3570
4610-01-253-4294
Cartridge
Reverse osmosis
filter element,
filter element
30-inch 4330-01-454-5502
4330-01-350-9102
Cartridge filter element, 40-inch 4610-01-517-6621
600-GPH Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit
(ROWPU), TMs 10-4610-240-10 and
TM 10-4610-241-10

the legendary list
of filter nsns!

I can’t believe our
search has ended!

NSN

Reverse osmosis filter element
Cartridge filter element

4610-01-105-2075
4330-01-128-6277

Tactical Water Purification System (TWPS),
TM 10-4610-309-10

here it is, lil’
filter buddy!!

PS 734

Filter
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Filter

NSN

Water purification filter
Reverse osmosis filter element

4610-01-526-3570
4330-01-454-5502

Also, use high PH cleaner,
NSN 6850-01-577 -4198, to
clean the filters on your
TWPS. it cleans the filter and
acts as a preservative, too.

And remember… The TWPS
filters are not to be treated
like disposable cartridge filters.
Cleaning combined with preservation
gives them a 3-5 year service life.

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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6K and ATLAS Forklifts…

SQUEAL!

holy Cow!
what’s wrong
with my
forklift!?
sounds like
your front
axle housing
hasn’t been
lubed!

So
remember
to lube the
front axle’s
fitting with
four or
five shots
of grease
during every
scheduled
maintenance.

The grease
fitting on the
forklift’s front
axle needs lube—
and lots of it.

That allows its
knuckle, thrust
washer and axle
to work in tandem
with each other for
smooth operation.

Without lube, the thrust washer between the knuckle and housing begins to
deteriorate and break apart. That allows metal-to-metal contact between the knuckle
and housing. The end result is a forklift with an axle housing that needs to be replaced.
Talk about expensive downtime!
Axle housing…

PS 734

…and thrust washer get ruined without lube
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MW24C
Dimmer
Switch NSN
Get a new rotary dimmer
switch for your MW24C
scoop loader with NSN
5905-01-177-9484 (PN
7468, CAGE 13445). It
replaces NSN 5930-00949-4220, which is listed
as Item 28 in Fig 37 of
TM 5-3805-262-24P (Dec
08). That NSN brings the
wrong rotary switch.
Make a note until the TM
can be corrected.

these
are NSNs
all you
engineers
can use!

M400W
Skid
Loader
Tire NSNs
Need a solid tire
for your M400W
compact skid
loader? NSN 253001-581-5180 gets
the left-side tire.
The right-side tire
comes with NSN
2530-01-581-5183.

Click here for a copy of these articles to save or email.
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Compact Skid
Loader…

Wheel Assembly
Assembly Info
Info
Wheel
hey, guys!
I need some
new tires.

yeah, but I don’t
know how to get
the right ones!

XM1216 SUGV…
UH-OH!

SOMEONE PUSHED
MY POWER BUTTON

TOO LONG!

NOW I’M A

WIDE-OPEN
TARGET IN
THE DARK!

Beware
the Red
Glow!
Operators, keep this tip in mind when powering up your XM1216 small unmanned ground

Dear Half-Mast,
Our unit needs tires for the Model 763 and S150 compact skid-steer
loaders, also known as the Bobcat.
We’ve got the NSNs for the Bobcat’s regular tires, but these tires aren’t
foam-filled like the ones that come from the factory. If we order the regular
tire, we install them and take the vehicle to a dealer that foam fills each
tire–at $200 bucks a pop!
Also, units in Afghanistan do not have local dealers in country. Is there a
better option to get a tire or wheel assembly that fits the bill?
									
these NSNs
get a wheel
assembly with
a solid tire!

PS 734
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Press power button too long…

…and red light appears from chassis camera window

Mr. J.C.B.

Dear Mr. J.C.B.,
Your best bet is to drop the foam-filled tire and order a
wheel assembly that comes with a solid tire and rim.
NSN 2630-01-581-5180 gets an assembly for the left side
(front or back) of the vehicle. Use NSN 2630-01-581-5183
to get a wheel assembly for the right side of the vehicle.
Reports from the field tell us this assembly is very durable
and holds up well in the rough terrain of Afghanistan.
If you have questions about Bobcat parts, visit the
manufacturer’s website:
http://www.johndeere.com
Or you can contact them directly by
asking for Mr. Dennis Schwind in the parts
department at (701) 222-5349.

20

vehicle (SUGV) system.
Once the operator control unit (OCU) is powered-up, press the robot’s power button for
only 1 second, then release it.
If you hold down the button longer, “Fiber Enabled” will display on the chassis’s LCD
screen and a red glow will be seen coming from the chassis camera window.

That red glow
could be a giveaway to the enemy
when operating in
the dark.

And
that’s
not
good!

If you accidentally hold down the power button for longer than 1 second, allow the
system to complete the power-up sequence, then reboot the SUGV. Follow the system
reboot procedures in WP 0016 of TM 9-2350-397-13&P (Aug 11).

PS 734
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AGSE…

Do You Need Paint Primer?
I’ve got to go mix up
some primer before I
paint the agpu.

1. Remove red button
from the cap.

2. Attach it to the pin at
the bottom of the can.

hang on,
soldier!

3. Use the ball of your
hand or a hard stable
surface to push on the
red cap, depressing it
into the can until the
stop is reached.
The plastic pin
should move easily
when pushed after the
red button is removed.
To prevent foreign
object damage (FOD),
discard the red plastic
button.

4. Invert the can and shake vigorously for two to three
minutes to mix hardener base. Follow the primer’s
label instructions for how long you should let the
primer stand before application.

your mixing
days are over!

the aerosol
primer
comes in two
different
sizes. NSN
8010-01-6107330 brings
a box of six
13 1/2-oz cans
and NSN
8010-01-6107329 brings
a box of
six 8 1/2-oz
cans.

Follow
these five
easy steps
for spraying
the primer…

MIL-PRF-53022
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Clean and prepare the surface using the
application specification or work instruction. The
distance from the spray nozzle to the surface should
be 8-10 inches.
5. The rotating spray tip
allows you to select
either a vertical or a
horizontal spray fan,
but vertical works best.
Use an overlapping
stroke pattern for
uniform application.

Type V primer now
comes in aerosol
spray cans.

PS 734

Before using the
primer, check the
technical data sheet
(TDS) and material
safety data sheet
(MSDS) for personal
protective equipment
you need to safely
use the product.

PS 734
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Using an
aerosol
primer is
safer and
easier.

Why’s
that?

For all primer and
paint issues, check out
TB 43-0242, WD CARC
Spot Painting.

here’s
Why!

• The primer is chromate free.
• It comes pre-measured,
so there’s no need for
measuring.  
• There is no exposure during
mixing and no need for
disposal of liquid primer after
mixing.
• The unused primer cures
inside the can. In most
states, that makes it solid
waste instead of hazardous
material.
• The primer speeds up the
process of the coating system
for touch-up painting.

when you’re
moving your
aircraft, use
the Stinger,
not the Tail
ConE!

now This
is the right
way!

Crews, successfully moving your Kiowa Warrior from Point A to Point B depends

on proper use of the ground handling wheels (GHW) and the TM procedures.
Everything you need to know on GHW
and their use is found in TM 1-1730-23213&P.
When you hook up the wheels to the
skid and start rolling, be careful not to hit a
bump. When a rolling aircraft hits a bump,
the tail cone section will usually bounce
upward if you are not using the tail fin
dolly. If that happens, there’s a tendency
to grab the tail cone to balance or brace the
aircraft. Don’t! If you do, it spells doom
When moving aircraft
DO NOT grab tail cone!
for the tail cone. It’s not strong enough to
be grabbed hard and it will break.
When moving aircraft, use the stinger. Never use the tail cone. The stinger is
stronger and works well as a hold point while ground handling your Kiowa. In
addition to being used for maneuvering the aircraft, the stinger keeps the vertical fin
from impacting the ground during landings.

TM 1-1500-345-23, Painting and Marking of Army Aircraft
TM 1-1500-344-23-2, Cleaning and Corrosion Control Aircraft
TM 43-0209 Color, Marking and Camouflage Painting of Military Vehicles,
Construction Equipment and Materials Handling Equipment

TM 43-0139, Painting Instructions for Army Aircraft

No more mixing
ingredients and
making a mess.
Now you can
just grab a
can of primer
and go to
work.
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Rolling with Ground
Handling Wheels

The primer
will be added
in the next
change to…

TB 43-0242, WD CARC Spot Painting

PS 734

OH-58D…
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Shadow
Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle…

Stay Up-to-Date

PS Magazine Index No. 69, 2013
Subject

Issue/Pg

AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT SUBSYSTEMS
Rocket launcher loading/unloading tool

AIRCRAFT, GENERAL

One PMCS
later…

Great!
Everything
checked
out!

I’m glad you’re
doing my PMCS
according to the TM,
but I think that TM
you’ve got there is
waa-ay out of date!

Better
check for
updates so
we make sure
everything is
done right!

Dear Editor,
One of the first rules you learn with the Shadow is never rely on your
memory to do PMCS or other maintenance. Always keep the Shadow TM at
hand so you know exactly what you need to do to keep your Shadow flying.
If you rely on your memory, soon you forget important checks or you do
maintenance wrong. That can bring your Shadow quickly back to earth.
But it’s also critical you keep both your Shadow’s TMs and unmanned
aircraft systems-initiative (UAS-1) logbook current. Any time changes are
made to the Shadow, changes are also made to the TMs and possibly the
logbook. If you don’t have the updated information, you’ll miss improved
troubleshooting, PMCS and other changes to Shadow components.
For TM updates, go to the ETM website:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms/
Enter the Shadow’s TM number. On the next screen, click on VIEW
CURRENT NOTIFICATIONS to set up automatic email notifications when
Shadow TMs are updated.
Each unit’s UAS-I administrator receives emailed updates for logbooks.
Keep your administrator’s contact info current.
Make sure the new information gets to everyone in the unit. The updates
won’t do much good if you’re the only one who knows about them.
James Johnson
Rick Wade
Ft Stewart, GA

PS 734

Editor’s note: Thanks for updating us with your
suggestion. Stay up-to-date, Shadow crews and repairers.
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732 24

Airframe panel removal
724
AN/APX-118--SMR codes changed to depot 731
AVR-2B LDS--Security key needed at turn-in 726
Condition code tags
726
Crane operations
727
DA Form 2028, make use a habit
731
Electrical connector corrosion
727
F-24 fuel approved for aircraft
730
First aid kits
726
FOD prevention
728
Green cleaner information
725
Hammer types, uses
728
Hand jack maintenance
726
Hand wipe cleaner specification now available 730
Microclimate cooling vest NSNs
729
Parts, keep together
722
Part removal safety, no step areas
727
PMFAK replaces general purpose first aid kit 729
Radar transponder battery issues
729
Safety during maintenance
726
Sling loading publications
731
Tools, keep up with them during maintenance 730

26
50
24
18
22
35
36
20
20
19
22
22
22
22
23
26
35
26
22
17
40
21

GANG--Air leakage from FCV2 OK
GANG--Nitrogen bottle fill kit parts
Low-level maintenance platform load testing
Maintenance platform PM
SATS--Unexpected movement interim fix
Turbine engine wash system manual

729
732
730
727
733
726

24
22
24
24
25
21

ASEK knife placement
Bandage NSN
Compass NSN
PSGC replacement snaps
Survival food and water shelf life

728
723
723
723
722

20
61
60
23
61

Aircraft cover NSNs
Battery charger unauthorized
Equipment list of needed turn-ins
M230 Gun--MOC check, safety
Nitrogen inerting units need turn-in
Repair parts needed for turn-in
Stabilator movement electrical (718-22-23)
TADS covers
Towing cautions
Towing procedures

731
732
731
724
731
732
724
723
733
723

44
25
42
24
40
26
22
26
22
22

Rotor blade cleaning, protection

731 36

AIRCRAFT GRD SPT EQUIPMENT (AGSE)

AIRCRAFT LIFE SPT EQUIPMENT (ALSE)

AIRCRAFT, AH-64, APACHE

AIRCRAFT, CH-47, CHINOOK

PS 734
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Towing procedures

723 22

Improved signal data converter turn-in
Rotor blade cleaning, protection
Servocylinder safety blocks for maintenance
Stabilator movement electrical (718-22-23)

724
731
724
724

21
36
23
22

Aft fairing installation
Cover NSNs
Door chain shorts CMWS wiring
IFF antenna, don’t bump with helmet
Rotor blade cleaning, protection

723
732
724
730
731

25
23
20
25
36

AIRCRAFT, CH-47D/F, CHINOOK

AIRCRAFT, OH-58D, KIOWA

AIRCRAFT, UAV

Shadow--Preflight, solar shields, launch, oil... 722 22

AIRCRAFT, UH-60, BLACK HAWK

Aviation flush pin gages need calibration
HH-60M--Multifunctional display, turn off
HH-60M--Troop seat folding
Improved signal data converter turn-in
IVHMS DTMU computer memory cards
Piston, strut cleaning
Rotor blade cleaning, protection
Stabilator movement electrical (718-22-23)
Tail rotor cover
Tail totor drive shaft, gear box flange tool

732
726
728
724
730
733
731
724
723
725

Authorized ammo only for use
CC-A vs CC-B and CC-C ammo
CCMCK use requires extra cleaning

732 35
724 38
728 40

Bottle, pump, supply NSNs

724 58

Exhaust hose not a step
Hatch hinge assembly lube

724 14
733 19

Alternator belt NSN
Battery disconnect switch
Circuit breakers off to stop battery drain
Drain plug PM
Hydraulic system supply/return line QDs
Seat switch NSN
Transfer case breather vents

723
731
722
724
728
725
729

Bridge panel rivets replaced by bolts
Scissoring cable strand rotation

728 02
733 09

2013 CLEA winners

732 56

All Shook Up (rollover prevention)
Electrical Surge Can Knock Out Your Radio
FOD safety

728 62
726 62
723 62

AMMUNITION

AOAP

60
16
26
21
26
23
36
22
24
23

ARMORED COMBAT EARTHMOVER, M9
ARMORED SECURITY VEHICLE, M1117

AVLB, M60/M48
AWARDS

BACK COVER

27
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GCSS-Army Coming Soon
Ground Guides..An Essential Part of Safety
If It’s Authorized, It Should be in Stock...
Jewelry off during maintenance
Operator PM: Unlock First Level of PM
PM Counts When It’s Time to Move a Load
Smart mechanics use more than eye protection
Vehicle Won’t Start?
When You Can See Your Breath...

725
733
731
722
730
727
724
729
732

Bucket, lower to save hydraulics

726 10

Component NSNs
NSN and components

731 48
733 61

Safety goggles NSN change
Terminal corrosion protection
Vehicle TM supercedes battery TM
Vehicle TM supercedes battery TM

733
725
732
733

CR123A--Counterfeit battery warning
CR123A--Counterfeit battery warning

731 60
733 46

Battery replacement rules
CR123A--Counterfeit battery warning
CR123A--Counterfeit battery warning
L91--Lighter and longer lasting than alkaline

729
731
733
730

BB-390B--State of charge indicators

728 53

ULCANS--Replaces LCSS

730 44

Insulated cover, dunnage, heater protection

732 48

Cleaning kit components
Cleaning kit NSN change
Cleaning rod needed with kit
Gas tube movement fix
M12 Rack--Modify for new selector switch
Magazine tool NSN
Magazine tool NSN, instructions
Standard buttstock, keep for turn-in/transfer

733
723
728
729
729
724
726
729

Aerosol primer for touchup painting

733 06

BACKHOE LOADER
BARBER KIT

BATTERY, LEAD-ACID

BATTERY, LITHIUM

BATTERY, NON-RECHARGEABLE

BATTERY, RECHARGEABLE
CAMOUFLAGE
CAN, WATER

CARBINE, M4-SERIES

CARC PAINT

62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62

60
18
60
17

48
60
46
48

36
35
38
37
38
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36
38
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CBRN EQUIPMENT
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FREE ensemble TM for download
Hook-and-loop fastener NSNs
Lightweight performance hood
Service stripes and bars NSNs

724
722
723
727

61
45
43
61

JSLIST--Fitting, mask seal, hood barrel lock... 726 44
JSLIST--Microclimate cooling vest NSNs
729 44
JSLIST--Wash qty, opening bag, how to dress 725 42

COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION EQUIP (CCE)
M4 bituminous distributor actuating cylinder
Spray can ether not allowed
Tire and wheel assembly NSNs

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

726 61
732 19
725 12

AN/APX-118--SMR codes changed to depot 731 50
Cleaning, protection products
726 54
Radio, handset, antenna inspections
732 50

COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE

Cleaning supplies and tips
EMS NG Help Desk
EMS NG viewer download
JBoss error for ETM/IETMs
Mouse PM tips
MSD support site
MSD V2 needed for EMS-2 IETMs
MSD V3 training videos

729
725
725
727
728
726
733
728

COMSEC EQUIPMENT

727 53
725 61

DV43--Seatbelt NSN
O-ring kit NSN

732 60
723 61

Fobbit
Introducing Your New M50 Mask!
Meaning of Cleaning (canvas care)
Must Do Safe Winter Driving Tips
Night Before a PM Christmas
PM Deal or No Deal
PM Ghost Hunters Meet Fuel Line Fred
Project PM
Return of a Legend
Taming of the Flue
When Robots Talk

728
726
729
732
733
723
731
725
724
727
730

Antifreeze test strips

730 14

CONTINUITY

COOLING SYSTEMS

28

50
60
60
60
50
49
54
55

Readiness reporting required
Simple key loader TM revision

CONTAINER HANDLER, RT (RTCH)

732 05
732 06
732 08

CBRN room SOPs, JCAD replaces ACADA 731 24
JBPDS--LCS, waste bottles, identifier, FTS... 732 40

44
39
43
43
44
19
43
60

CLOTHING, PROTECTIVE

SICPS--MK-2727/G STIK, order by component 732 60
Engine oil filter failing
Fuel cap PM
Prop shaft/U-joint bolts

724
730
725
722
733
723
726
733

CLOTHING

CARRIER, COMMAND POST, M1068-SERIES
CARRIER, PERSONNEL, M113 FOV

Issue/Pg

M2A2 Air Purifier--Iris valve adjustment
M4 JCAD--Confidence check, storage tips
M20A1--HSFC, leave in crate
M41 PATS--Calibration chain (716-41-42)
M41 PATS--Storage, short- and long-term
M41 PATS--Troubleshooting steps
M41 PATS--Video available online
M93 GPFU--M48A1 filter, order separately
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27
27
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27
27
27
27
27
27
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AT-422T--Tire NSN
LRT-110--Belt tensioner NSN

726 61
722 61

Cryptographic equipment website

733 61

M12--Hose weight, fuel valve, exhaust...
M26--Fuel can positioning
M26--Fuel can positioning
M26--IUID sticker replaced with plate
M26--Metering valve suction hose filter

726
730
732
730
722

Blade lower pivot pin lube

733 21

CRYPTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
DECON

DEUCE

EDITORIAL

46
61
45
61
43

Subject
Engine air filter NSNs
Outrigger pad NSN for crane assembly

733 61
723 60

Ignition key, warning lights, cleaning...

727 45

F-24 fuel approved for aircraft
F-24 replaces JP-8

730 20
730 18

Corrosion weakens frame structure

732 12

Ground strap types, connection, placement
Training available from PM-MEP
Wiring, grounding, EGCs, GFCIs...

723 48
733 49
724 48

15-kW TQG--K1 contactor defective
15-kW TQG--K1 contactor POC added
EPP III--Connect through a junction box

726 50
733 49
726 52

5-kW--Fire extinguisher NSN correction
5-, 10-kW TQG--K1 contactor defective
5-, 10-kW TQG--K1 contactor POC added

733 60
726 50
733 49

DAGR--Mount slamming dangers

729 53

130G--Gear shifting tips
130G--Unloading valve use

732 20
732 21

Quadrant and leaf sights both needed

725 40

Desert grounding
Grounding and bonding pamphlet
Wiring, grounding, EGCs, GFCIs...

725 50
722 60
724 48

FOX CBRN VEHICLE
FUEL

FUEL TANKERS, M900-SERIES
GENERATORS, GENERAL

CSM Dent: Take Care of Critical Link: Radios 733
CSM Riling: It Is Your Business
730
CSM Schmitt: Ride the TM Wave
731
Domino Effect
723
Ever Wonder About Connie’s Post Scripts?
726
Invisible Wizard
725
Marriage of Supply and Maintenance
728
No Exceptions! Do PMCS
727
PM: What Do You Think Of?
722
Right Answers Can Take Time
729
Take This Job and Love It
732
Use a Ground Guide Every Time
724

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

GENERATORS, LARGE

51-link track assembly NSN
Air filter cleaning, replacement
Coolant reservoir, mark low and full lines
Fuel tank strainer
Hydraulic hose retrieval
Swing bearing lubing

723
729
726
726
729
726

60
19
15
14
20
13

GRENADE LAUNCHER, M203

Loading components into SAMS-1E

729 55

M707, M1200--INU packaging
M707, M1200--Spreader bar modification
M1200--Hydraulic supply/return line QDs
M1200--VVID white paper online

731
724
728
733

Slap flare dangers, DVD

728 44

EXCAVATOR, HYEX

FCBC2

FIRE SUPPORT VEHICLES

FLARES

FORKLIFTS

GENERATORS, SMALL

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)
GRADERS

GROUNDING

GUN, MACHINE

M2, M2A1--Fixed clearance bolt latch OK
726
M2, M2A1--SRTA requires M3 amplifier
722
M2A1--BFA installation
722
M2A1--CROWS II needs timing gage
727
M2A1--M3 recoil amplifier installation
729
M2A1--Spring pin NSN replacement
726
M240--Stuck round, let it cool before removal 728
M240H--Feed tray cover cracks
723
M240-Series--Before, during, after PMCS
728
M249--Cookoff prevention tips
729
M249--M16 bore brush OK to use
728
M249--Mounting rail, forward rail assy MWOs 725
M249--MWO makes collapsible buttstock COEI 729
M249--Rail system, pistol grip MWO
723
M249--Short buttstock adapter for storage rack 732
M249--Sling swivel protects receiver
725
M249--Solid buttstock, keep it
723
MK 19--Feed slide adjustment, field support 728
MK 19--Lube types
725

06
12
04
61

ATLAS--Grease cover for central lube system 726 61
M10A--Brake assembly NSN
733 61
Tine adjustments
723 18

FORMS, GENERAL

DA Form 2028, make use a habit
DA Form 2028 web addresses, emails
TACOM PQDR email update

731 35
731 54
725 61

DD Form 1348-6--Manual or electronic?

723 51

FORMS, SUPPLY
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FORWARD REPAIR SYSTEM, M7
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MK 19--No CLP, disassembly, lube spots...
MK 19--TM updated
MK 19--UPWS name and LIN change

730 36
723 40
733 37

H-250B replaces old H250/U

722 44

Cotter pins, bend right to prevent injury
Drip pans, crush-proof
Fastener catalog, assortments, search engine

730 09
725 05
732 47

Caution sign NSNs
Deploying with and shipping HAZMAT
Drip pans, crush-proof
HAZMAT training course
PSCC for training, certification
PSCC loose fill for packaging

724
722
725
725
722
728

HANDSETS

HARDWARE

Subject

INTERNET

AKO My Library
Army forums hotlink corrections
Army forums moving to MilSuite
Cold weather injury website
Service kits on DLA website

HELMETS, AVIATION

HGU-56P--Chin strap assembly
HGU-56P--Foliage green paint available
IHADSS--NVG visor track NSN

HELMETS, GROUND

45
46
05
41
49
60

724 60
733 24
728 21

722
725
722
732
728

57
61
57
60
61

Containerized Kitchen--Chassis crank handle 731
Containerized Kitchen--Exhaust pipe, awning... 725
Containerized Kitchen--Side panel winch
731
Food thermometers
727
M59A Field Range--Roller jam safety hazard 726
M59A Field Range--Roller jam safety hazard 728

60
48
60
51
61
48

KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS & WASTE (HAZMAT)

LASER OBSERVATION SET
LIN/EIC correction

723 38

Doors, keep closed during operation

723 44

Aiming Lasers--Ordering, turn-in

725 38

966H--Axle oil NSN
BHL--Cab roof pad replacement
BHL--Field support representative info
BHL--Parking in cold weather

724
729
722
732

Battery discharge prevention
M400W--Steel crawler track use
Tire, 10-ply, NSN

730 17
729 20
722 61

CSS VSAT/CAISI pocket guide
DLA-managed item help
ILAP support at LOGSA Help Desk
LOG911 service closed

733
732
728
727

59
55
61
59

ALARACT messages, where to find
EMS NextGen Viewer for IETMs
EOH readiness ratings
GCSS-Army Coming Soon
GCSS-Army help desk
GCSS-Army keys to success
GCSS-Army lessons learned on SKN-Live
GCSS-Army worldwide program update
ILAP support at LOGSA Help Desk
IMPAC card, enter purchases in SAMS-1E
LIW Portal FAQs
LOGSA readiness emails updated
Manufacturer info, how to find
MMDF, where to find it
MMIS moves to LIW
MTS, JCR-Log tracking & accountability
PBO/DODAAC POCs, how to find
PBUSE help desk email change
PBUSE unit transfer info for PBOs

724
731
723
725
726
729
725
732
728
724
723
725
725
730
733
733
730
723
733

57
56
52
62
54
60
59
61
61
56
60
60
54
60
53
56
50
61
60

LAUNDRY ADVANCED SYSTEM (LADS)
LIGHTS, AIMING

LOADER, SCOOP-TYPE

ACH--AN/PSQ-20 ENVG cover
ACH, CVC--Mount for AN/PVS-7, -14

727 49
731 46

HMEE-1--Spare tire carrier
HMEE-1--Swing pin, mud flaps, king post
HMEE-1--Training material website

724 16
723 16
723 61

LOADER, SKID-STEER, BOBCAT

Cannon cleaning for borescope inspection
Evaluation of Cannon Tubes TM needed

722 08
731 25

LOGISTICS ASSISTANCE

Gun tube friction linings

723 08

Breechblock spring tension
External stowage baskets positioning
Gun tube friction linings
M16 rifle/M4 carbine bracket fix

732
730
723
729

09
02
08
07

Brake fluid reservoir check
Brake fluid reservoir check correction (725-03)
Breech assembly cleaning and lubing
Fire control telescope mount cover
Serial numbers for DA Form 2408-4
Sling loading equipment, manuals
Towing damage to M137A2, M187A1

725
728
730
731
723
725
722

03
61
04
61
09
04
07

Firing pin damage
Handbrake segment teeth kick damage
Spring spade assembly cleaning, lubing
Target board NSN

730
729
730
730

06
09
05
03

HIGH MOBILITY ENGINEER EXCAVATOR (HMEE)

HOWITZER, GENERAL

HOWITZER, SP, M109-SERIES

HOWITZER, SP, M109A6 PALADIN

HOWITZER, TOWED, M119A2

HOWITZER, TOWED, M777A2

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

IMPROVED TARGET ACQUISITION SYSTEM (ITAS)
Battery charging, LBB storage, TAS removal... 727 40

PS 734
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30

60
21
60
18
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Subject

Issue/Pg

PS Reader’s Service for Army equipment

731 53

Command Maintenance Discipline Program
MAC hours, how to report

730 58
722 58

Maintenance messages on TULSA website

726 55

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
MAINTENANCE, GENERAL
MASK, PROTECTIVE

Date of manufacture, how to find
728
M40-, M42-Series--C2A1 only approved canister 729
M40-, M42-Series--Training, canister, PATS... 733
M50, M51--Introduction
726
M50, M51--PATS adapter NSN
724

M-GATOR

45
44
42
27
43

Model identification for parts

729 17

Husky--Power steering filter NSN
M160--Video available at UTAP
SPARK II--Landing leg use
SPARK II--RCU touch screen protection
Tire chains for route clearance vehicles

733
727
728
724
732

MINE CLEARING EQUIPMENT

MINE DETECTOR

61
21
18
15
17

AN/PSS-14--Control grip cable, head speed... 732 46
AN/PSS-14--Yoke care, batteries, earphones... 730 41
VMR2--Battery contact tension, cleaning
723 42

MISSILE, HIMARS

Hoist cable, don’t use to drag rocket pod

726 35

Batteries, CLU case, covers, lanyard, trigger

722 20

MISSILE, JAVELIN

MISSILE, PATRIOT

Subject

Evaluation of Cannon Tubes TM needed
M32 LHMBC, M150/M151 rules
M120A1--Barrel clamp, remove for inspection
M224, M224A1--Selector switch position
M326 MSK--Tow with HMMWV only
Pullover gage measurement help
Tritium sights repaired at depot only

731
731
725
728
724
730
726

25
26
39
42
40
35
41

Adjustable arm extension NSN
M3 tripod, create your own serial number
M66--Canvas cover NSN
M66--Canvas cover NSN
M153 CROWS II--Hand receipt online
M153 CROWS II--M240B charging handle
M153 CROWS II--Operator’s tool kit

733
723
725
728
733
732
729

37
37
61
37
37
38
36

MORTARS

MOUNT, WEAPONS

PS 734

724
731
732
726

42
46
52
40

Packaging Bulletin newsletter
Preservation methods, intro
Preservation methods, method 10
Preservation methods, method 20
Preservation methods, method 30
Preservation methods, method 40
Preservation methods, method 50
PSCC HAZMAT loose fill materials
SDRs, when & how to file

730
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
730

61
52
54
52
56
56
56
60
54

PISTOLS

M9--Cracks, safety lever, rails, trigger bar spring 733 38
M9--Safety lever check
724 40

POL

Dexron VI NSNs

725 05

PDISE--Cadmium cautions

723 45

2012 index
Article submission info (715-56-57)
Email updated
Email, website, social media links
Information optional?
LOG911 service closed
Reader’s Service for Army equipment only
Search tool, how to use
Subscription updating
Virginia Commonwealth PS collection
Website download problems

722
733
725
729
723
727
731
722
727
723
728

27
57
60
57
58
59
53
54
55
60
54

AEPUBS for Africa, Europe, SWA
AKO My Library
AR 11-1 revision
AR 700-145 now available
ATP 4-0.6 released
Binder NSN for small TMs
DA Form 2028 web addresses, emails
Electrical safety pub released
EMS NextGen Viewer for IETMs
ETMs online adds new details
FREE ensemble TM for download
HIP Times available for download
JBoss error for ETM/IETMs
Sanitation team FM

726
722
724
724
730
724
731
725
731
731
724
724
727
733

59
57
60
57
60
60
54
61
56
58
61
61
60
49

POWER DISTRIBUTION
PS MAGAZINE

Hand wipe cleaner specification now available 730 22
729 08
726 60

AN/PVS-7--Wired housing assy has all parts
AN/PVS-7, -14--New mount for ACH/CVC
AN/PVS-14--Dual battery housing replaced
AN/PVS-30--1.5V AA batteries only

PACKAGING

MISSILES, GENERAL

Cab lowering with socket wrench handle
M270A1--Engine oil filter

44
43
42
36

NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT

AMG ladder, generator, outriggers, radar, EPP 725 19
Antenna element removal tool clamp
723 41
INFS, SSS warranty info
727 38

MLRS

Issue/Pg

M153 CROWS II, M2A1--Timing gage needed 727
MK64, MK93--Pin assembly NSN
728
Sight lens protection
727
TM 9-1005-245-13&P MK64 components
723

PUBLICATIONS

31
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Subject

Issue/Pg

Simple key loader TM revision
STAMIS/LIS guide available online

725 61
733 59

Sentinel--Updated IETM coming

730 60

AN/PDR-75A--Introduction

727 48

Cleaning kit components
Cleaning kit NSN change
Cleaning rod needed with kit
Gas tube movement fix
M12 Rack--Modify for new selector switch
Magazine tool NSN
Magazine tool NSN, instructions

733
723
728
729
729
724
726

36
35
38
37
38
60
36

M160--Oil level, cooling fan, hydraulic oil
When Robots Talk
XM1216 SUGV--Battery for chassis/OCU
XM1216 SUGV--Neck assembly alignment
XM1216 SUGV--OCU power button caution

724
730
731
728
728

18
27
61
16
17

M202--Turn in to Anniston Army Depot

730 60

Circuit breaker, cylinder rod, battery switch
RS-28--Gear shifting tips

731 17
732 20

Back injury prevention
Caution sign NSNs
Climbing on vehicles safety tips
Electrical safety pub released
FOD safety
Frostbite, hypothermia dangers
Fuel tankers, lock up?
Ground Guides..An Essential Part of Safety
Ground guide tips
Inspections prevent accidents
Jewelry off during maintenance
Motor pool safety
Safety messages on TULSA website
Seasonal hazards safety campaign
Smart mechanics use more than eye protection
Workplace safety

729
724
729
725
723
733
724
733
733
727
722
728
726
722
724
732

Cab liner NSNs

722 61

E-UGS--Battery life check

730 46

Corrosion prevention tips

728 46

RADARS

RADIAC EQUIPMENT
RIFLE, M16-SERIES

ROBOTS, GROUND

ROCKET LAUNCHER

ROLLER, VIBRATORY
SAFETY

SCRAPER, EARTHMOVER, 621B
SENSORS

SHELTERS

SHOP EQUIPMENT

58
45
10
61
62
50
55
62
16
12
62
56
55
57
62
54

Subject

M26--Buttstock NSN

731 60

AN/PAS-13--Lithium batteries only

724 41

SIGHTS & SCOPES

PS 734

2013 Index.indd 32-33

733
727
724
726
724
727
727
728
726

Parts, repair info

733 02

SLAVE CABLE, NATO
SMALL ARMS

Biblical reference in serial numbers
727
BUIS, scrapers, bore/chamber brushes
731
Calibration, gages, TMs, records, training... 722
CCMCK use requires extra cleaning
728
Close Quarters Battle Kit NSN changes
723
Date of manufacture, how to find
728
Dehumidifier to dry up arms room moisture 733
Gages, don’t unseal until needed
729
One weapon per job order, arms room SOPs 731
Store weapons relaxed, BUIS stays with ACOG 724
Weapon-mounted light NSNs
724

SMALL UNIT SUPPORT VEHICLE (SUSV)

43
22
35
40
35
45
40
40
24
36
35

733 18
724 13
724 14

Web address for submissions

731 52

CSDP Knowledge Center updated
EOH readiness ratings
If It’s Authorized, It Should be in Stock...
Movement tracking system components
PA-CSDP Knowledge Center
Shelf-life item management
ULLS-A(E) adds upgrades

733
723
731
729
723
729
731

AISI--Service interval increased

731 47

Ammo compartment moisture issues
Bore evacuator criteria expanded
Bump stop bracket, shocks, torsion bars
Cannon tube cleaning tools
Engine oil clogged filter light
Engine oil filter defective
FBCB2 correction (720-05)
Laser rangefinder filter, safety guard
LRU seals, do not reuse
M1A2 SEP--HPDU gasket
Replenisher level, recoil bleeding
Turret basket screen connectors
V-pack element cleaning

729
731
723
731
725
722
724
732
729
723
722
728
727

SUPPLY, GENERAL

SURVEYING EQUIPMENT
TANK, M1-SERIES

32

35
43
41
37
42
61
61
41
38

Grille cover use
Steering damper pressure
Track assembly improved

SMART SUGGESTION PROGRAM

M1022 Dolly Set--Metal ring wheel seal NSN 722 60

SHOTGUN

Issue/Pg

AN/PEQ-16B--Replaces older lasers, WML
Biblical reference in serial numbers
Data plate missing
M68 CCO--Anti-reflective cap, TM
M68 CCO--Battery sleeve bushing NSN
M68 CCO--Cap NSN
M151--Scope with LFU/ARD included
M151--Scope with LFU included
Securing sights

59
52
62
54
57
56
59

04
03
06
02
02
03
60
04
05
05
04
05
08
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Subject

TENTS

Issue/Pg

Meaning of Cleaning (canvas care)
Tentage repair kit info, NSNs

729 27
730 45

MSD support site
STE-M1/FVS--Continuity test probe parts
TMDE--Calibration requirements

726 49
731 61
729 47

Classifying unserviceable wheel assemblies
Maintenance safety
Preservative stops cracking
Tire chain strap NSNs

731
728
730
733

10
10
14
60

20-ton jack stand ordering info
Air bags for vehicle lifting
Aircraft hammer types, uses
Bead saver system parts breakdown
Digital protractor, serial number marking
Grommet assortments
Jack stand overload safety
Magnetic retrieval tool NSNs
SATS--M1083A1 the prime mover
SATS--Moisture, A/C breaker, rear step...
Shelter corrosion prevention tips
SKOT tool ordering website

725
725
728
729
725
725
728
729
731
722
728
731

47
44
22
46
47
49
13
45
19
40
46
20

Air filter clogging, seal
Blade float indicator not on Army model
Fuel tank, paint expansion line
Gear shifting tips
Steering brake pedal adjustment
Track sprocket and shoe wear gages

733
730
726
732
724
726

20
60
12
20
17
11

Gear shifting tips

732 20

M149A1/A2--Faucet 90 degree elbow pipe
M149A2--Single faucet replacement NSN
M149-Series--Water tank cleaning
M149-Series--Wheel bearing assembly NSN
M1073--Tire and wheel assembly NSNs
M1095--Torque rod locknuts need tightening
M1101, M1102--Shock absorber NSN
M1112--Hydraulic brake line NSN
Meaning of Cleaning (canvas care)
Tire and wheel assembly component NSNs
Tire and wheel assembly NSNs

730
723
726
731
731
726
727
722
729
732
725

61
61
06
61
60
04
61
60
27
61
12

M870A1--Wheel seal NSN
M872A4--Inter-vehicular cable connection
M872A4--Light bulb wiring harness lube
M967, M969, M970--Turn in now
M1000--Permalube not allowed
Tire and wheel assembly NSNs

722
724
730
727
726
725

60
10
12
61
60
12

TEST EQUIPMENT

TIRES

TOOLS

TRACTOR, D7E/F/G/R

TRACTOR, D8K
TRAILERS

TRAILERS, SEMI

PS 734

Subject

Issue/Pg

TRAINING

Apps for training
Army Training Network website
Master Driver Trainer Course
MSD V3 training videos
Tactical vehicle driver’s course on UTAP

732
732
730
728
733

Convoy kit components

730 10

M917A1--Brake chamber location

728 15

M1070A1--5th wheel plates, no lube

728 14

6.2L vs 6.5L detuned engines
AFES wiring harness fix
Brake bleeder valve torque
Brake loop clamps needed
Cdr’s seat thread protector
M1151A1--A/C service port caps
M1151A1--A/C service port caps revisited
M1152--Fire extinguisher NSN
M1152/A1--Windshield washer nozzle bracket
Power manager kit protects batteries
Radiator/oil cooler fin protection shield
Steering wheel shaft lubing
Up-armored--B-kit & Frag 5 kit glass
Up-armored--Cargo shell latch plate failure
Up-armored--Door insulation kits
Up-armored--Hood seal NSNs
Up-armored--Windshield glass NSNs
Up-armored--Windshield glass NSN fix (722-17)

731
725
729
728
722
722
731
726
724
726
732
729
722
722
733
731
722
725

Dump Trucks--Hoist cylinder leakage

729 14

M939/A1/A2-Series--Water heater motor
M939A2-Series--CTIS fix hardware NSNs

724 10
726 08

A1P2 LTAS--Torque rod locknuts tightening
A/C V-belt pulley interference
Binder NSN for -10 TM
CAT engine valve push rod NSN
Engine lift bracket bolts, all 4 needed
EPHU breather cap needed
Front grille NSN
Repair kit NSNs
Spare tire lifting eye stud failure
Tire lug nut direction
Torque rod seal kit correction (726-61)
Vented gladhands on front of truck
Weapon mount adjustable arm extension NSN
Wheel assembly matching

726
722
724
726
730
724
722
726
722
729
730
723
733
725

A4 Model--Forward lighting kit NSN

724 61

TRANSPORTATION

TRUCK, M915-SERIES
TRUCK, M1070 HET

TRUCK, 1 1/4-TON, HMMWV

TRUCK, 5-TON, GENERAL

TRUCK, 5-TON, M939-SERIES
TRUCK, FMTV

TRUCK, HEMTT

33

60
53
57
55
58

12
16
14
12
59
59
14
09
06
60
10
13
16
18
13
14
17
60

04
10
60
09
13
05
60
61
12
16
61
10
37
11
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Subject

Issue/Pg

A4 Model--Fuel filter troubleshooting tip
A4 Model--Power transformer NSN change
A4 Model--Rear hub and drum assembly bolt
A4 Model--Steering column wiring harness
Headlight NSN
LHS--E-CHU slide locks
LHS--Hook arm damage to MTRCS
M978A2--Annual service kit NSN
M978A4--Fuel pump free replacement
M978A4--Hardware NSN changes
M978-Series--Purging compound for tank
M978-Series--Steering wheels unlocked?
M985A2/A4--Data plates incorrect
M1120A2/A4--E-CHU lower storage locks
M1977 CBT--Bridge adapter pallet locking tabs

730
723
723
725
722
733
722
722
723
724
731
724
726
731
729

16
61
60
10
61
12
14
61
11
61
60
55
60
16
18

A1--Steering column wiring harness
Cold weather pubs, ether use
E-CHU slide locks
Hook arm damage to MTRCS
M1 Flat Rack--Decking kit NSN
M1074A1, M1075A1--Door latch safety fix
M1074A1, M1075A1--Rear steering gear
M1075/A1--E-CHU lower storage locks
Spindle check balls cause air leak
Trailer wheels should have 12 or 14 bolts

725
733
733
722
732
727
731
731
727
722

10
10
12
14
16
14
60
16
16
15

Antifreeze test strips
Battery box coating compound NSN
Classifying unserviceable wheel assemblies
Climbing on vehicles safety tips
Cold weather driving tips
Cold weather maintenance
Convex safety mirror
Convoy kit components
Fire extinguisher inspections
Ground guide tips
HIP Times available for download
Meaning of Cleaning (canvas care)
R1 meaning at end of model number
Rubber lines & hoses, no paint
Snow chains strap NSNs
Tailgate chain covers
Tiedown provisions
Tire and wheel assembly NSNs
Tow bars and adapters
Vehicle Won’t Start?
Wheeled vehicle towbar turn-in

730
724
731
729
732
723
726
730
733
733
724
729
726
727
733
726
724
725
725
729
724

14
61
10
10
27
12
60
10
15
16
61
27
02
10
60
03
02
12
06
62
10

Battery for vehicles with BUSK 3 mod
Bose Triport headset not authorized
Cargo hatch shims prevent leaks
Driver’s compass display circuit breaker

726
730
730
731

61
07
08
09

TRUCK, PALLETIZED LOADING (PLS)

TRUCKS, GENERAL

VEHICLE, FIGHTING, M2/M3 BRADLEY

PS 734
734 34-35.indd 1-2

Subject

Issue/Pg

INU packaging
M242--Ammo chutes
M242--Cleaning, lubing, recoil, feeder assy
M242--Collimating, hand station for zeroing
MWO wrong in MMIS
Prop shaft and sideskirt bolts, keep tight
Towing with cables/tow bar
TOW launcher dust curtain
TOW launcher, stow before travel
Track tension reminder
Training, batteries, idler arm, AFES
Transmission oil dipstick gasket

731
728
723
729
729
731
732
727
729
731
728
722

06
09
02
02
03
08
02
07
35
07
06
06

Annual service kit NSNs
CAT engine valve push rod NSN
M1235A2 MaxxPro Dash--Seatbelt NSN
M-ATV--Battery cable pinching, chafing
M-ATV--Hood lift to stop wiring damage
M-ATV--Service kit NSNs
M-ATV--Surge tank NSN
MaxxPro--Power steering fluid cap change
MaxxPro--Tailpipe shield
MaxxPro Dash--Go light cover

730
726
728
724
724
726
728
722
727
733

60
09
61
09
08
09
61
19
20
14

Roadwheel nut torque

733 08

Cargo straps and chock blocks, store properly
Coolant reservoir, no step
DVE camera surge protection
Engine service kit NSNs
Environmental cover, use before washing
Height management system
JCIMS common #1 and #2 panel kits
M1135--CBMS II PMCS tips
M1135--JSLSCAD, tow pintle, tow bar, printer...
OBOE, engine oil check
Personnel heater plastic caps melting
Towing shackle hardware positioning
W4 cable loosening
Wheel hub oil level

731
727
727
730
729
727
724
731
732
727
733
729
722
727

04
03
06
09
07
04
11
21
42
02
07
06
02
05

Climbing on vehicles safety tips
Convoy kit components
Cotter pins, bend right to prevent injury
Grease fitting caps
Ground guide tips
PMCS using the senses
Tow bars and adapters

729
730
730
733
733
733
725

10
10
09
07
16
04
06

Parts help POC

724 57

Cleaning, inspecting, lubing
Wire rope grease NSN

727 18
722 60

VEHICLE, MRAP

VEHICLE, RECOVERY, M88-SERIES
VEHICLE, STRYKER

VEHICLES, COMBAT

WATERCRAFT
WIRE ROPE
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Small Arms…

Report Bad Parts

Talk about
the wrong
bolt!

that’s
what they
sent me.

Then
you need
to file a
PQDR.
there
may be
MoRE bad
bolts
floating
around.

the army
needs to
know!

S mall arms repairmen, if you discover the parts you ordered to fix your unit’s weapons

are defective, it’s important that you file a product quality deficiency report (PQDR).
If you don’t, your unit won’t get free replacement parts or refunds. But, even
more important, the Army won’t know there are defective parts kicking around the
supply system.
Fortunately, the Product Data Reporting and Evaluation Program (PDREP) makes it
fairly simple to file a PQDR.
The first step is to put the defective part someplace where it won’t disappear. Also,
keep a copy of the document number used to order the part. And keep the packaging
the part came in. It has the CAGE code and contract number, which you’ll need for
the PQDR. That’s one reason it’s an excellent idea to keep the part in the packaging
until you use it. That way the packaging won’t disappear and you won’t have trouble
figuring out where the part came from. But even if you’ve lost the packaging, do a
PQDR with the information you have.
To submit the PQDR, go to: https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/
Click on EZ PDR Logon and follow the steps. Be sure to include all required
information, such as the document and contract numbers and CAGE code.
After you file the PQDR, a quality assurance rep will give you instructions for
sending in the defective part. They’ll need it for their investigation. It’s important you
send the part ASAP. If they don’t receive the part within about two weeks, they will
close the investigation.
If you have any questions about small arms PQDRs, contact TACOM’s John Kelty
at DSN 786-1271, (586) 282-1271, or email: john.m.kelty.civ@mail.mil

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
11/25/13 12:09 PM

Small Arms…

pack for safe travel
wheee!

ow!

careful,
man!
hey!

hey,
watch
it!

this trip
is killing
us!

eee!

ouch!

we shoulda
been
proteCted!

umph!

Machine guns, rifles and mortars suffer major damage each year because Soldiers
carelessly load weapons in trucks for transport.
Weapons are left lying loose in truck beds where they can bounce up and down
and side to side. By the time weapons get to their destination, their sights have been
snapped off, handles bent and, especially in the case of M2s, barrel threads ruined.
What must really frost a company commander is when he sends a weapon to
support for a minor repair, but after the weapon has endured the trip’s beating, that
minor repair has turned into major damage.
Portable racks provide safe transport
It takes so little to give your
weapons a safe trip. The best
solution, if your unit can afford
it, is transport racks. Companies
like Spacesaver, Marvel and
Stanley Vidmar offer racks
specifically designed for travel.
Check them out online.
   Lock your weapons in the
racks, put the racks securely
in the back of a truck and your
weapons will survive the trip
with no problem.
But if your unit can’t
afford travel racks,
there are cheaper
alternatives. KeEp
reading!
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NSN 8135-00-300-4905 brings
225 feet of foam cushioning material
and NSN 8135-00-926-8990 gets
250 feet of bubble wrap. Either one
can protect weapons during travel.
Old blankets and sleeping mats work
well, too. Wrap the weapons in the
cushioning material and make sure
they are braced in place so they can’t
roll around.
Then you can say bon voyage to
your weapons with a clear conscience.
Tactical Vehicles…

Where
Where
to
to Find
Find
GPK
GPK and
and
OGPK
OGPK

I know you’re
going to be a
big help to us…
but we don’t
know how to
Help you!

Cushion weapons
for transport

no worRies!
my maintenance
and parts info
is in a brandnew TM.

and what
you can’t find
there, you
can get from
TACOM.

Dear Half-Mast,
Where do you find maintenance and parts information for the gunner
protective kit (GPK) and objective gunner protective kit (OGPK)?
I’ve looked, but can’t find anything on the ETM site.
					
CW3 J.B.

Dear Chief J.B.,
For the GPK, you can find maintenance information in TM 9-2320387-24-1 and -24-2. Parts info is in TM 9-2320-387-24P. Maintenance
and parts info for the OGPK is in TM 9-2320-441-13&P. All of the TMs
are on the ETM site: https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms
If you have trouble locating a part for GPK or OGPK for vehicles other
than MRAP, contact TACOM’s Jerry Dziura at DSN 786-4302, (586) 2824302, or email: jerry.dziura@us.army.mil
For MRAP users, contact TACOM’s Kurt Hunsanger
at DSN 786-7910, (586) 282-7910, or email:
kurt.hunsanger@us.army.mil

Click here for a copy of these articles to save or email.
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Small Arms…

you may
find using a
clearing rod
is better than
a cleaning rod
on a firing
range.

here’s
hoW to
Make
One…

AN/PSQ-23, -23A STORM…

Turn Off Heater Before BIT
Hey!
where
are you
taking
me?

to
find a
repair
shop.

you failed
the BIT
procedures
while in the
Stryker
configuration.

hold
On!

clearing vs cleaning rod
o n the firing range, units may prefer to use a clearing rod instead of a cleaning rod

to deal with stuck rounds. A clearing rod doesn’t have sections that can unscrew and
come apart in the weapon’s barrel. If a cleaning rod section is left in the barrel, the
barrel can explode next time the weapon is fired!
If your commander approves the
use of a clearing rod on the range,
Bend end
you can make one from a 36-in
of welding
long, 3/16-in diameter brass welding
rod 90° for
3”
a handle
rod, NSN 3439-00-244-4541. Put
a 90° bend three inches from one
end to make a handle. File off any
burrs or sharp edges.
Take it easy inserting the clearing rod so you don’t damage the muzzle crown. And
don’t slam the rod into the bolt face. If you do find a stuck round, don’t try to poke it
out with the rod. Use the clearing procedure in the weapon’s TM.
Of course, in the field you will have
Use swab holder
to use a cleaning rod for a stuck round.
end to push in
In that case, use a rod’s swab holder
barrel
section at the end you push into the
muzzle. Then, when you pull out the
rod, check for the swab holder. That
way you know part of the cleaning rod
isn’t still in the barrel.

PS 734
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Did you
turn
off the
heater
first?

If the heater for the AN/PSQ-23 and -23A small tactical optical rifle mounted

(STORM) laser range finder is on when you do the built-in-test (BIT) procedures,
the STORM will fail. So it’s important to remember to turn off the heater before
doing the BIT.
But if your STORM is placed in the Stryker configuration and connected to a
Stryker vehicle, you may not realize the heater turns on automatically once it’s
connected to an external power source.
To turn the heater off before doing the BIT function, follow the procedures in WP
00 10-5 in TM 9-5855-1913-13&P (Aug 12) or TM 9-5855-1920-13&P (Jul 12). Or
you can exit the Stryker configuration and select the GRMN or PLGR menu options.
Questions? Contact TACOM’s Dennis Timmons at DSN 786-1371, (586) 2821371, or email:
dennis.c.timmons.civ@mail.mil
or Anthony Smith at DSN 786-1233, (586) 282-1233, or email:
anthony.g.smith30.civ@mail.mil
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M260/M261 Rocket Launcher…

Good
Launches
Begin
with

The M260/M261 rocket
launcher will have a real
hangup with hangfires if
you haven’t prepared it
for firing.

Good
launches
hang on
PM.

PM!

Cleaning

If the launcher’s firing contacts are dirty,
the rockets won’t have a good electrical
Clean contacts with wire brush
connection. Before a mission, every one of
the contacts should be cleaned with a wire
brush, NSN 7920-00-900-3577. Brush the
contacts in and out, not side to side, to
avoid damaging them. But remember the
firing contacts are actually three inches
inside the tubes. Some Soldiers mistake
the igniter arms for the contacts.
The tubes need a thorough cleaning and the best time to do the cleaning is as soon
as possible after a firing. That way carbon doesn’t get a chance to turn rock solid.
Before doing any cleaning, make sure the
aft igniter arms are in the LOAD/UNLOAD
positions and the side firing contacts are
recessed so they won’t be damaged. Then spray
a bore brush with CLP. Push the bore brush into
each tube from the front of the launcher all the
way through the back. Push the brush slowly to
Igniter arms should be
the rear while turning the handle. Repeat this
in LOAD/UNLOAD position
until the inside of the tubes are free of carbon.

But in the desert you want the tubes
wiped free of all CLP because CLP
attracts sand. Attach a rag to the brush
and run it back and forth in each tube
until all the CLP is gone. Change to a
clean rag after every third tube.
Before a mission in the desert, use
low-pressure air to blow out any sand
that may have gotten in the tubes.

Blow out launcher
before a mission
in the desert

PMCS

Feel each tube for looseness. Some units have had tubes shoot out during firing.
If an M260 launcher has more than
two loose, dented or deformed tubes,
it should be replaced. For the M261,
it’s more than three bad tubes. A tube
is also bad if it fails voltage or fuse
circuitry continuity checks or it has
a damaged detent, detent spring or
igniter arm.
Feel each tube
Replacement launchers are free
for looseness
issue, accountable items, which are
tracked on the unit’s property book. Order M260 launchers with NSN 1055-01-0709113 and M261s with NSN 1055-01-071-0064. Make sure you are ordering within
your unit’s MTOE or else your requisition will be rejected by the supply system.

Loading Tool
Order a tool to
make loading
rockets easier
with NSN
1005-01536-7961.

Storage

If you remove the launcher for storage, get help
carrying it. It’s too big for one person to safely
carry. Be careful setting it on its end. If you let it
slam down, the edge of the launcher can be bent and
the launcher rivets loosened.
Moving launcher
is two-man job

Turn brush as you
push it through tubes

Spray brush
with CLP

For more info on how to clean and care for your launcher, see TM 9-1055-46013&P.
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M120/M121 Mortar System…

Patriot Missile System…

Store MSK Legs Before Travel
The mortar stowage
kit (MSK) for the
M120/M121 mortar
has guide rail legs
that extend toward
the ground to guide
the mortar during
emplacement.

Unfortunately,
the legs are often
damaged when the MSK
is shipped or towed…
And replacements
are expensive and
hard to get.

Any time you’re going
to ship or transport
the MSK, first remove
the guide rail legs and
put them in the BII box.

Collective Protection Equipment…

Compartment Control Module Changing Buttons
t

he HORN OFF button for the compartment control module that’s part of the CHEMBIO
collective protection equipment is going away. The collective protective equipment is
used with systems like the Patriot and TACFIRE artillery protective entrances.
So when you order a new
HORN OFF button…
…is being replaced by e-switch
compartment control module,
NSN 4240-01-057-3378, it will
come without a HORN OFF
button. Instead the module will
have an e-switch push button
that’s connected to a small PC
board on the rear of the front
panel. The Army hasn’t decided
if this fix is permanent. But for at
least the time being, look for the
e-switch.
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to Remember
these tips
have kept me
standing tall.
I’m ready for
action!

Otherwise, your MSK
soon won’t have any
legs to stand on.

Remove guide rail legs before travel

PS 734

AMG Advice

Dear Editor,
We have a couple of tips for Patriot units that can help keep their antenna
mast groups (AMG) standing tall.
Clean feed horn plugs at least quarterly.
Corrosion can form on the metal
parts of the plugs, especially when
Clean feed
the antennas are left erected
horn plugs
for long periods. If the corrosion
at least
becomes too bad, the feed horns
quarterly
can end up stuck to the antennas.
to prevent
Then you must take off the whole
corrosion
antenna to remove the feed horn.
That big job can be avoided if you
just clean the plugs quarterly with
alcohol and a rag-or a wire brush
if the corrosion is stubborn.
Take off both pneumatic pump covers before
you power up the AMG.
It’s easy to forget them. But if
you do, the covers trap the heat.
The heat can become so intense
that the plastic guards over the
fans melt. Then the whole motor can
overheat, which means it has to be
replaced. Just remember to put the
covers back on after you shut down
the AMG and it has had a chance to
cool. They keep out sand and rain.
Remember to remove pneumatic
CW2 Michael Smith
SGT Joshua Rogers
SPC Nicholas Griffin
2/43rd ADA
Ft Bliss, TX

PS 734

pump covers before operating AMG

Editor’s note: That’s good advice indeed! Thanks.
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Patriot Missile System…

DO YOUR
PATRiOtic
duty!

Remember GPS difference. The old GPS cable
for the launcher, ECS and radar had a quick-release
connection. But the new GPS cable has to be screwed
on and off. If you pull it off, you break it. Unfortunately,
it can take a long time to get a replacement. Make sure
everyone in your unit knows of the change. Tagging
the cables UNSCREW ONLY is a good reminder.

Be careful with the
launcher’s
DLTM
doors. If you fling
open the doors or
leave them hanging
open in high winds,
the doors’ welds break.
Then the doors won’t
latch securely and they
can’t seal out dirt and
moisture. If you notice
a hinge starting to bend
outward, report it so it
can be fixed ASAP.

    Use only puller. The antenna elements for the
radar should be removed only with the element
puller. If you use pliers, you can easily
damage an element, which costs
more than $1,000.
The Patriot
missile system will
give you great
performance if
you remember this
patriotic PM…

Clean filters. If the filters for the AN/MPQ-53 radar and
the engagement control station (ECS) clog, components
don’t get enough fresh, cooling air. They overheat and you
start getting faults. That leads to needless troubleshooting.
In a dusty environment,
you may need to blow out
all the filters every day.
Some units have two
sets of filters that they
rotate, allowing them to
thoroughly wash and dry
filters before reinstalling
them. The time and
trouble saved makes
the cost worthwhile.
Hey, you
haven’t cleaned
my filters in a
weeK!
I’m not
getting any air
to COol oFF!

Use only puller to
remove antenna
elements

Order an element puller
with NSN 5985-01-574-2870.

Make sure ECS interior bay
doors are latched securely for
travel. If the doors swing open, they
hit each other and are damaged. If
they can’t close completely, air
conditioning and NBC protection
are hurt. Before you hit the road,
make sure all three latches for each
door are completely latched. If a
latch is broken, report it. Units often
overlook broken latches and that
leads to damaged doors.
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M142
HIMARS…

Mandatory Replacement
Parts for Shock ABsorBers
The HiMARS’ TM 9-2300310-14&P doesn’t list any
mandatory replacement
parts criteria for the
front shock absorbers.

No problem.
The doctor
is IN!

Ma’am, help! We don’t know
what pubs we need to keep
our equipment healthy.

As a result, there’s a chance the front
frame rails could be bent over the rubber
bumper on the front leaf spring.

it’ll be
okay.

LOGSA’s
EOPDB has
the right
prescription
for every
unit.

hang on
buddy!

next!

So the
following
parts must now
be replaced
every time the
front shock
absorbers are
removed or
replaced…

I

Fig 1231
Item

Name

NSN

1
3
4
6
7

Self-locking screw
M16 cap screw
Machine bolt
Flat washer
Self-locking nut

5310-01-369-6706
5305-01-369-8253
5306-01-369-8192
5310-01-369-8923
5310-01-369-3339

Fig 1232
Item

Name

NSN

1
2
3
5

Cap screw
Flat washer
Self-locking nut
Cap screw

5305-01-433-8469
5310-01-158-9053
5310-01-369-6706
5305-01-369-2264

in addition, the shock absorbers,

NSN 2510-01-372-4839, must now be replaced
as part of the biannual services.
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whhhy!?

s a list of maintenance publications just what your unit needs to treat its equipment
woes? The Logistics Support Activity’s (LOGSA) Equipment Oriented Publications Database
(EOPDB) team can fill that prescription. To get a unit-specific Publications Tailored Index
Listing (PTIL), email your request to: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.eopdb@mail.mil
Unit PTILs are based on authorized
equipment in unit MTOEs. Reports
also include equipment on hand
(EOH) based on unit property book.
Any “On Hand but Not Authorized
by MTOE” equipment is marked by
an asterisk (*) on left side of page

Include the following info:
• Your unit’s six-character Unit Identification Code
(UIC)
• Your unit’s maintenance levels (10/20, 10/30, etc.)
• Your name, rank/grade, military address, email
address and phone number.
Questions? Contact the EOPDB team at DSN 6459845, (256) 955-9845, or at the email address above.

Publications

Publication Title

Pub Date Changes Lst Chge Date PIN

*TM 9-1260-262-10

OPERATOR’S MANUAL FOR
AIMING CIRCLE, M2 W/E (NSN 1981-04-15
1290-00-614-0008) AND

HAND RECEIPT MANUAL
*TM 9-1260-262-10-HR COVERING CONTENT OF
COMPONENTS OF END ITEM
(COEI),

PS 734
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1

2002-01-15

IDN

EM No. EM PIN EM IDN

048383 410003 EM 0125 076187 401120

048382 410362 EM 0041 075690 372453
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Logistics Assistance…

TACOM LAR Helplines

yep. just
goT it!

I’m sending you
the Contact List
for TACOM LARs.

P ING!

How to Find Your TACOM LAR
L ogistics assistance representatives (LARs) are the folks to call when tough problems

with equipment, weapon systems and logistics crop up. LARs can advise units in
many areas, including supply, maintenance, transportation, personnel and training.
They travel to motor pools, hangars and maintenance shops all over the world.
For help with wheeled and tracked vehicles, small arms and most types of equipment
we cover here in PS, TACOM LARs are terrific resources.
There are three primary
find your
types of TACOM LARs,
region and
which are subdivided into
call the listed
contact number
seven specific LAR skill sets:
for a referral.
• Automotive
–– Tactical
–– Combat
–– Engineer
• Armament
–– Small arms/artillery
–– Armor/fire control
–– Aircraft
• Soldier
–– Biological and chemical

PS 734

don’t forget
to add it to
your cell
phone’s
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Region

Covers

Tel no.

CONUS-East

AL, CT, DE, FL, FORSCOM, GA, IL, IN,
KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MI, MS, NC, NH, NJ,
NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WI, WV

DSN (312) 236-6921
Comm (910) 396-6921

CONUS-West

AR, CO, IA, KS, MN, MO, MT,
ND, NE, OK, SD, TX, WY

DSN (312) 737-0263
Comm (254) 287-0263

Pacific

AK, AZ, CA, Guam, HI, ID, NM,
NV, OR, UT, WA

DSN (312) 357-2991
Comm (253) 967-2991

Europe

Belgium, Bosnia, Germany, Great Britain,
Italy, Kosovo, Luxemburg, Macedonia

DSN (314) 483-4090
Comm (011) 49-631-411-4090
Germany (0631) 411-4090

Far East

Japan, Korea, Kwajalein, Okinawa

DSN (315) 768-7970
Comm (011) 82-53-470-7970

SWA-Kuwait

Kuwait

DSN (318) 430-4189

SWA-OEF

Afghanistan

DSN (318) 481-4814

SOF

Special Operations

DSN 745-3114
Comm (859) 566-4198, or
toll free (888) 763-7259

Publications…

Revised AR 750-1 Released
A major revision

to AR 750-1,
Army Materiel
Maintenance
Policy, went into
effect in October
2013.

There are major changes since the pub’s last update in 2007.
Topics covered include:  
• Updated roles and
responsibilities
• Army Force Generation
• Materiel status data flow
reporting policy
• Two-level maintenance
policy
• New special repair authority
• Army National Guard
maintenance facilities
• Maintenance operations
policy

• Depot maintenance policy
• Medical equipment
maintenance policy
• Reliability-centered
maintenance policy
• Multimedia use in interactive
electronic technical manuals
• Army maintenance programs
• Equipment Reset policy
guidance
• Left behind equipment
policy.

Download the full pub at: http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r750_1.pdf
For questions on AR 750-1, contact Nelson Williams at DSN 224-0753, (703)
614-0753, or email: nelson.k.williams.civ@mail.mil
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Ordering
hmm…
how can I
get army
pubs for
my unit?

excuse
me, I’m a
new pubs
clerk and
I have a
question…

Army Publications
how can I
get army
publications
for my unit?

Sure thing.
What do you
want to know?

That’s
a good
question.

How you order
pubs depends on
whether your unit
is in CONUS or

OCONUS.

well, we’re
waiting to
be deployed.
how does
that affect
things?

CONUS

The Directorate
of Logistics (DOL)
manages the Army
Publishing Products
Index and Ordering
System for CONUS.

DOL’s website walks pubs clerks through the process of
subscribing to many Army pubs their unit needs, including PS:
https://dol.hqda.pentagon.mil/ptclick/index.aspx
Deployed units
or those preparing
to deploy
shortly should
follow OCONUS
instructions.

Pub clerks take note! You’ll need
your AKO credentials or CAC card
to access the website. You must
register an account with DOL the
first time you order pubs.

To set up a CONUS pubs
account, get DA Form 12-R,
Request for Establishment
of a Publications Account:

http://www.apd.army.mil/
pub/eforms/pdf/a12_r.pdf
Pubs
clerks
should
submit the
completed
DA Form
12-R as
follows…

You can also get
DA Form 12-R
as a PureEdge form:

http://www.apd.army.mil/
pub/eforms/pureedge/
a12_r.xfdl

PS 732
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• Active duty units: To the installation
records manager located in the Division of
Human Resources (DHR), Administration
Services Section in Records Management.
• Army Reserve units: To the supporting
operational and functional command,
training command, or support command
DHR Administration Services Section in
Records Management.
• National Guard units: To the state
National Guard headquarters.
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OCONUS

Units can also scan
and e-mail or fax
DA Form 12-R. Fax
the completed form
to (314) 592-0923,
or send the form
as an attachment to
the following email
address:

For units deployed
to or stationed in
in Europe, Africa or
Southwest Asia, the
Army in Europe Library
& Publishing System
(AEPUBS) is the official
source for publications
and forms, including PS:

https://aepubs.army.mil

il.mil

lwmddcustsrv@ma

6-sig-bde.mbx.do

usarmy.stlouis.10

The AEPUBS website explains how to
establish deployed or pre-deployed
publication accounts and how to
order pubs.

For
assistance,
call AEPUBS
customer
service at
DSN (314)
496-5824 or
(49) 6302-675824.

HOW to
Order

what
about
ordering
PS?

PS
magazine

You’ll also need to complete a DA Form 12-R for AEPUBS.
Go to the URL listed in the prior CONUS instructions to
access the form. Then email the completed DA Form 12-R to:

Unit pub clerks who have
set up a pubs account with
DOL or AEPUBS can submit
a specific request for PS.

usarmy.sembach.imcom-europe.mbx.aepubs@mail.mil

Enter the desired quantity of PS Magazine when you order. We
recommend a copy for each of the following in a company-size unit:
the commander, first sergeant, XO, motor sergeant, each vehicle
mechanic, supply sergeant, armorer, CBRN NCO, communications
NCO, and extra copies as approved by the commanding officer, for
distributing in common areas for equipment operators.

To find out how to order PS for other
military services or how to get a private
subscription, visit:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/dist.cfm
When ordering any
pubs, check to be sure
that your unit’s mailing
address is correct.
if the address is wrong,
you need to complete
Section III on
DA Form 12-R.

Send the
DA Form
12-R as an
attachment
to one of the
following
email
addresses…

CONUS: usarmy.stlouis.106-sig-bde.mbx.dolwmddcustsrv@mail.mil
OCONUS: usarmy.sembach.imcom-europe.mbx.aepubs@mail.mil

PS 734
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COMSEC…

Fill Cable is Key
to Connections

Here are some
DOs and DON’Ts
when you use
the fill cable…

DO

aw cmon!
we gotta do a
direct connect!
absolutely not!
I broke a pin last
time we did that.
I’m waiting on the
fill cable.

somebody
order
a fill
cable?

hi guys,
I’m here!

• DO inspect both connectors on

• DO line up the flat surface of the cable

the fill cable. Look for damaged
or missing contacts. Also look for
bent or missing connector pins on
the fill device and the COMSEC/CCI
equipment.

connector with the red dot on the equipment’s
fill connector when you connect the cable. Then
press in and turn the cable connector clockwise.
This should lock the fill cable in place. Never use
force to make the connection.

• DO check the O-rings, NSN 5331-

• DO make the cable connectors easy to install

00-905-6032, in both connectors of
the fill cable. Make sure they’re in
place. If they’re dried, cracked or
show signs of wear, replace them.
Missing O-rings could cause
the fill cable to twist off the fill
device or COMSEC/CCI equipment.
Missing O-rings could also cause
intermittent communications.

by lightly coating the O-rings with lubricant,
NSN 6850-00-177-5094. Put a dab on your
fingertip and wipe down the O-rings.

Coat O-rings with lubricant

• DO cover the fill connectors with protective

Use a fill cable, NSN 5810-01-066-

Use fill cable to connect fill device

7587, every time you connect fill
devices, such as the AN/PYQ-10(C)
simple key loader (SKL) or AN/CYZ10 data transfer device (DTD), to each
other or to any COMSEC/controlled
cryptographic item (CCI) equipment.
Other fill devices you might find in
the field are the KOI-18, KYK-13 and
KYX-15/15A.
Never try to make a direct hookup between two fill devices, or between COMSEC/
CCI equipment and a fill device, without a fill cable. If you do, you’ll bend or break
pins in the connectors. Then your fill device or COMSEC/CCI equipment will be
non-mission capable.

PS 734
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Inspect O-rings
for signs of wear

rubber caps when you’re not using fill devices
or COMSEC/CCI equipment. They keep out dust,
dirt and moisture. Always keep a few spare caps
on hand.

Protect connectors
with rubber caps

DON’T
• DON’T use
saliva to lubricate
the O-rings. Saliva
can damage them
over time.

• DON’T forget to
read these technical
manuals to get more
information on using
fill cables with fill
devices:

Fill device

Technical manual

AN/PYQ-10(C)
TM 11-5810-410-13&P
AN/CYZ-10
TM 11-5810-394-13&P
KOI-18, KYK-13, TM 11-5810-292-13&P
KYX-15/15A

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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Winter Safety…
quick
inventory,
everybody…

gloves?

boots?

Check!

water?

Check!

Check!

water:
It’s NOT
Just for
Summer
Anymore

Symptoms

Symptoms of dehydration range
from mild to moderate to severe,
depending on fluid loss.
Here are the symptoms of mild to
moderate dehydration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dry mouth and lips
Fatigue
Thirst
Decreased urination
Dry skin
Headache
Dizziness
Lightheadedness
Constipation

you know about the most common dangers posed by cold winter weather:

Left untreated, mild to moderate
dehydration can worsen to severe
dehydration.
Here are the symptoms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dry mouth
Intense thirst
Lack of sweating
Lack of urination
Extremely dark urine
Confusion
Dry skin that lacks elasticity and doesn’t
“bounce back” when pinched
• Low blood pressure
• Rapid heartbeat
if you’re
severely
• Rapid breathing

Drink
water
BEFORE
you
become
thirsty

dehydrated,
seek medical
care at once.

• Frostbite, the freezing of body tissue caused by exposure to freezing temperatures.
• Hypothermia, the lowering of core body temperature.

But there’s also a third danger that occurs in
cold weather, one that’s often overlooked. It’s
dehydration, the loss of bodily fluids. It occurs
when you lose more fluid than you take in. Lose
enough and your body can’t carry out its normal
functions.
We usually think of dehydration as something
that takes place during the hot summer months.
But you can get dehydrated any time of the
year. Labor long and hard enough in cold winter
weather and you’ll lose fluids. We just don’t
give much thought to drinking lots of water
when we’re out in the cold.

You can get dehydrated
any time of the year!

Prevention
Preventing
dehydration
is easier than
treating it.

Eat foods
with high
water
content,
such as
fruits and
vegetables.

Causes

Pay attention to your
body and recognize
signs of thirst.
if you’re exercising,
hiking or doing physical
work, drink plenty of
water even if you don’t
feel thirsty.

Here are the
typical causes of
dehydration…

• Not drinking
enough water
Carry
• Severe diarrhea plenty of
• Vomiting
water
• High fever
• Too much sweating
• Increased urination

Drink plenty of
water. Sip the water.
Don’t gulp it. Your
body can more easily
absorb water if you
sip some every few
minutes.
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Winter
Safety…

Read Anything Good Lately?

Advanced Education
For an advanced education, you’ll want to visit
the U.S. Army Public Health Command (PHC) website:

http://phc.amedd.army.mil/Pages/default.aspx
From the home page, click on Diseases and
Conditions. On the next screen, ScrOlL dowN
and click on cold injury prevention.
it’ll take
you to the
following
links…

•
•
•
•

Cold Weather Casualties and Injuries
Related Sites
Resource Materials
Field Preventive Medicine

These links
lead to a
variety of
documents
and training
aids about
the causes,
symptoms,
treatment
and
prevention
of injuries.

Story Time with Half-Mast

Before the
clouds
darken...

…Before the

…Before the

wind howls...

snow flies...

…Before the
temperature
plunges...

...you need to complete your winter education. if you’re
heading to mountains or snowfields this winter, you must
understand the dangers posed by snow, ice, wind and cold.
You must learn to survive in frigid climates and
protect yourself against cold-weather injuries.
Begin your education by reading
the following pubs found on the
Army Publishing Directorate
(APD) website:

http://www.apd.army.mil/

FM 3-05.70, Survival
FM 3-97.6, Mountain Operations
FM 31-70, Basic Cold Weather Manual
FM 31-71, Northern Operations
TB MED 508, Prevention and
Management of Cold-Weather Injuries
TC 21-3, Soldier’s Handbook for
Individual Operations and Survival in
Cold-Weather Areas

Of course, don’t
forget to read the
winter articles in
back issues of PS, the
Preventive Maintenance
Monthly.
The following articles
are loaded with
information about
cold-weather clothing,
survival and personal
protection…

Subject
Cold-weather quiz
Boots, socks, frostbite
Drying the extended cold-weather
clothing system (ECWCS) parka
Anti-contact gloves
Meals
ECWCS mittens, POL gloves,
frostbite
Socks
Desert camo parka
Anti-contact gloves
Cleaning clothes
CVC underwear
Special OPS clothing
Patching ECWCS
Washing underwear
Trigger finger mittens
Hood
Clothing facts
ECWCS water repellency
ECWCS underwear

PS Issue
Number

Pages

708
672

52-55
50-55

669

55

660
660

52
50-51

649

48-51

647
647
638
638
636
636
636
624
623
623
623
622
613

50-51
49
51
46-47
54-56
52-53
50-51
55
54-56
52-53
49-51
51-53
48-49

Or you can read the stories online at the PS website:
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no time to
rest, HalfMast! it’s
time to start
wOrkiNg on
next year’s
index.

{whew} FinallY! ANother
Year’s PS articles
indexed and presented
in our January issue.

don’t forget
about tHese
briefs…

Attention Snipers!
If you use the XM107 long range sniper rifle or the M110
semiautomatic sniper system, listen up. All XM107s should
have been converted to the M107 by now. If you still have
an XM107, turn it in ASAP. An XM107 is stamped XM107. If it
has been upgraded, the X will be lined out. All M110s with
serial numbers below 1000 should have had their trigger
assemblies replaced. If yours hasn’t, turn it in. If you’re not
sure if the trigger has been replaced, contact TACOM’s David
Tipp at DSN 786-1256, (586) 282-1256, or email:
david.l.tipp2.civ@mail.mil
You can also get turn-in instructions for both systems by
contacting Mr. Tipp.

HEMTT -A4
Universal
Service Kit
Get the new universal service
kit, NSN 4910-01-619-4329,
for the HEMTT -A4 trucks in
your unit. But for the M985A4
guided missile transporter
(GMT), you’ll need to order the
universal service kit plus the
annual filters kit, NSN 4910-01619-4330.

GCSS-Army Reminder

Get GCSS-Army EXORD

Remember to check the GCSS-Army website for
alerts, updated fielding and training schedules and
other important info. Visit: https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at:
https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx

HQDA has released EXORD 001-14, Field
Global Combat Support System Army
(GCSS-Army). You can download a copy
from the GCSS-Army website library at:
https://gcss.army.mil/Library/

Pack Extra MBU Filters
Fine desert sand can clog the fuel and air filters of your modern burner unit (MBU). Clogged filters
cause the MBU to run poorly or not at all. That means you must do two things when you deploy
to the sandbox:
1. Pack extra filters. NSN 7310-01-462-6765 brings an in-tank fuel filter. NSN 7310-01-462-4913
brings an air inlet filter.
2. Check or service both filters every 300 hours—more often in dusty or humid places. That’s the
word in the PMCS tables of TM 10-7310-281-13&P (May 10), Operator and Field Maintenance
Manual Including Repair Parts and Special Tools List for Modern Burner Unit (MBU) NSN 731001-452-8137 and Modern Burner Unit (MBU-V3) NSN 7310-01-507-9310.

M1074/M1075 PLS
Air Intake Hose

M1074A1/M1075A1 Warning Light
and Machine Gun Mount NSNs

Get the air intake hose for your
M1074/M1075 palletized loading
system with NSN 4720-01-617-4016.
It replaces NSN 4720-01-349-7351,
which is shown as Item 3 in Fig 32 of
TM 9-2320-364-14&P (IETM EM 0206,
Apr 09).

The NSNs for the M1074A1/M1075A1 palletized
loading system’s warning light beacon and
machine gun mount are incorrect in the Additional
Authorization List of TM 9-2320-319-13&P (IETM EM
0298, Mar 10). The warning light comes with NSN
6220-01-529-1169 and the machine gun mount with
NSN 1005-00-704-6650.

M1075/A1 PLS, M1120A2/A4 HEMTT E-CHU/CHU Removal
The enhanced container handling unit (E-CHU) is a permanent modification to the M1075/A1 PLS
and M1120A2/A4 HEMTT trucks on which it is installed. That means the E-CHU should not be
removed and must stay with the truck whenever the vehicle is transferred. On the other hand,
units can remove the container handling unit (CHU) installed on these vehicles if the CHU is
unserviceable. Disposition instructions will need to be requested. Keep in mind that your unit is
responsible for replacing the CHU and installing the new one.

SAMS-E Help Desk Support
All SAMS-E users are reminded to initiate help desk tickets through the Software Engineering
Center (SEC)-Lee Customer Support Office (CSO) at: https://s4if.lee.army.mil You can also call DSN
687-1051, (866) 547-1349, or email: usarmy.lee.sec.mbx.leee-seclee-cso@mail.mil
DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 345239, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

GCSS-Army SASMO Training
All Army Sustainment Automation Support Management Offices (SASMOs) are invited to attend
a remote training session via Defense Connect Online (DCO) on January 9th, 2014, from 1300 to
1700 EST. The training is co-hosted by HQDA G-46, CASCOM, SEC Lee and PM GCSS-Army. The goal
is to provide SASMOs with the required networking, software, and hardware support skills they
can use to help units that are fielding GCSS-Army. For more info, see the HQDA G-4 Corner at:
https://www.gcss.army.mil/
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wake uP!

you don’t want
cabon monoxide
to give you a
permanent nap!

•
•
•

•

Never sleep in idling vehicles
Use only Army-approved
space heaters
operate heaters
according to
the TMs
Post a fire
guard when space
heaters are used
in sleeping areas.

